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LER 2008-002 Rev I, "lnoperabilitv of Channel "B" Spent Fuel Pool Radiation Monitor 
due to Incorrect CalibrationJ' 

A revision to the Licensee Event Report (LER) for this occurrence is attached. The 
revision was required to correct an error in the original LER in which the Safety System 
Functional Failure (SSFF) was not marked on page I in the reporting requirements 
section. The SSFF was properly reported in the quarterly NRC performance indicator 
data and therefore will not impact any NRC reporting data. 

Summary of Commitments: 

commitments and no revisions to existing commitments. 
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I ABSTRACT 

On February 19, 2008 Monticello was performing an investigation into a potential calibration 
methodology error on the Channel "B" Spent Fuel Pool Radiation Monitor. As part of the past 
operability evaluation, it was determined that the error had the potential to cause the "B" 
radiation monitor to be inoperable from the time period of November 20, 2007 to February 19, 
2008. The cause for the potential inoperable condition of ttie radiation monitor was a 
combination of three adverse conditions; a faulty meter, a procedure deficiency, infrequent 
verification of the source strength of the calibrator. Corrective actions taken or planned are: 
the monitor trip setpoint was verified, the meter was replaced, and the source strength of the 
calibrator was verified. The station will revise affected procedures. The station will perform 
verifications of the source strength of the calibrator on an annual basis. 
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I Event Description 

During the 211 9/08 performance of Surveillance procedure 0068, the I&C technician noticed 
that although the Fuel Pool [VG] Channel B Radiation Monitor upscale trip occurred at the 
correct signal voltage, the local triplindicator meter [MTR] was reading 90 mR/hr. Because the 
sensor/converter source calibration used only this meter reading, this meant that it would have 
taken a 90 mR/hr radiation dose rate in order for the signal from the sensor/converter to give 
the designed 50 mR/hr trip signal. A station action request was initiated and the faulty meter 
was replaced. On 211 9/08 the faulty meter was replaced, a calibration of the channel was 
performed and the trip setpoint for RM-17-453B was brought back to the designed 50 mR/hr, 
checked against the triplindicator meter, and the unit was returned to service. 

Past Operability was evaluated during the period when the trip signal was found to occur at 90 
mR/hr. The station review determined that the calibrated trip setpoint was an additional 11- 
21 % less than the indicated 9OmRIhr. The expected source dose rates were discovered to be 
inaccurate due to infrequent verification of the source strength of the calibrator. This results in 
it taking an actual dose rate of between 99 mR/hr and 109 mR/hr to cause a trip. According to 
Monticello Technical Specifications, this presents a potential inoperable condition from the 
time when the sensor/converter was calibrated to the faulty triplindicator meter until the time 
when the condition was corrected on 2/19/08. In reviewing past performances of the 
surveillance, it is believed the triplindicator meter most likely failed between 911 7/07 and 
11/20/07. The monitors entered the potential inoperable condition on 11/20/07 when the 
instrument was calibrated using the inaccurate installed meter and exited that condition upon 
correction on 211 9/08. 

I Event Analysis 

Due to past operability concerns, the event is reportable under 50.73(a)(2)(i)(B) "Operation or 
Condition Prohibited by Technical Specifications," and a Licensee Event report is required for 
this event. 10 CFR 50.72 does not require a notification for this type of event. 

The event is considered a safety system functional failure since investigation of the period of 
Channel "B" inoperability found two instances when the Channel " A  monitor was also 
inoperable (for less than six hours each ) and therefore could not have fulfilled the safety 
function during this time. 

I Safetv Significance 

The Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) group performed an evaluation addressing the risk 
of core damage and large early release attributable to the failure to correctly calibrate Spent 
Fuel Pool Channel B Radiation Monitor [MON]. The channel "B" radiation monitor was 
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estimated to be out of calibration for a period of approximately three months at which time the 
redundant channel " A  radiation monitor was fully operable with the exception of two periods 
(less than six hours each). Since the trip logic, which is designed to isolate the Reactor 
Building [NG] and activate the Standby Gas Treatment System (SBGT) [VA] in the event of a 
refueling accident, utilizes a one-out-of-two trip logic scheme, the Spent Fuel Pool Radiation 
Monitoring system remained functional. Additionally, the channel B trip remained capable of 
automatic Reactor Building isolation and SBGT initiation, but at a radiation level near to, and 
possibly slightly in excess of, the 100 mR/hr setpoint specified for operability. These radiation 
monitors are intended to provide automatic actuation at a nominal 50 mR1hr radiation level. 

The impact on Core Damage Frequency (CDF) resulting from the calibration error of the Spent 
Fuel Pool Channel B Radiation Monitor is considered to be negligible since the Spent Fuel 
Pool Process Radiation Monitor function is intended to address refueling accidents and does 
not provide or support any of the critical safety functions capable of reducing the probability of 
a core damage accident. Since both channels of the Spent Fuel Pool Radiation Monitor 
system were capable of providing automatic Reactor Building isolation and SBGT initiation, 
even considering that one channel was excessively out of calibration, it is reasonable to 
conclude that the impact on Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) from this calibration error 

The cause for the potential inoperable condition of the radiation monitor was a combination of 
three adverse conditions; a faulty meter, a procedure deficiency, and infrequent verification of 
the source strength of the calibrator. There is currently no check of the accuracy of the meter 
on the trip indicator unit which could lead to a mis-calibration of the sensor converter if the trip 
indicator unit meter is out of tolerance. A contributing factor was there was no required 
verification of the source strength of the calibrator. 

Corrective Action 

The monitor trip setpoint was verified correct. The failed meter was replaced. The calibrator 
source strength was verified at all possible calibration positions. The station has quarantined 
the affected procedures and will revise them. The station will pelform verifications of the 
source strength of the calibrator on an annual basis. 
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